As the vast majority of Florentines did, Gregorio Dati as well followed the ritual services and ceremonies in church frequently and fervently.

The work gives a panoramic view of European poetry in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth century, concentrating above all on Italy. They are presented here in new critical editions accompanied by English translations, the first into any modern language. We take deadlines seriously and our papers are submitted ahead of time. This book is much more private than his diary and was
referred to as a "...secret ledger...to keep our [his] partnerships affairs..." [97] It was edited by Carlo Gargioli in This I Tatti edition contains the first complete translation into English. Dati's diary contains Accounts, Memorandums, and partnerships. London: Jonathan Cape, , p. Soft Cover.

Michael Mantilla c. Sacred Painting laid out the rules that artists should follow when creating religious art. Our work is original and we send plagiarism reports alongside every paper. Angelo Poliziano — was one of the great scholar-poets of the Renaissance and a leading figure in the Florence during the Age of the Medici. Dati provides a coherent representation of Florence that almost spans his life and focuses on Gian Galeazzo Visconti, Duke of Milan, and his attempted conquest of Florence. Dati's diary and Libro Segreto represent a major source of information on the economics and social aspects of Florence during this time. Harper and Row p. First Edition Books.

Lorenzo Valla — was the leading theorist of the Renaissance humanist movement. Lorenzo Valla — was the most important theorist of the humanist movement. Feel free to contact us through email or talk to our live agents. In June, Dati married Isabella Betta Villanuozzi after they had been betrothed for several months. Modern First Editions sellers Shop. All documents contain elements of strangeness that call for historical explanation; remember that this is a different time and place, with different values and expectations for life.
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This volume contains a new English version of his political writings. The work discusses literary style and whether the vernacular could surpass Latin as a vehicle for literary expression. Most serious collectors want the 'true first edition' - the first edition, first printing - and sometimes detective work is required to identify which edition that is. Topics will be posted. Caterina gave birth to six children including Ginevra. Compared with Dati, which man has more experience with violence? His Odes constitute the first complete cycle of Horatian odes since classical antiquity. Customer service is our top priority. These five tragedies—Ecaenias, Achilles, Progne, Hyemespal, and Fernandus Servatus—were nourished by a potent amalgam of classical, medieval, and pre-humanist sources. Among many other Berkeley appointments, he served as chair of his department to and chair of the Berkeley Division of the Academic Senate Sacred Painting laid out the rules that artists should follow when creating religious art. How it works? What kind of economic activity is he involved in? Medieval History Journal 9 no. References to this work on external resources. He wrote principally on theology, philosophy, and church politics. See Brucker introduction on Florentine family memoirs, or libri di ricordi, with origins in secret account books maintained by merchants as family records. Published by Waveland Press, Inc. The main literary dispute of the Renaissance pitted those Neo-Latin writers favoring Cicero alone as the apotheosis of Latin prose against those following an eclectic array of literary models. Recently added by. We'll send you the first draft for approval by at. His father worked in the wool guild and Dati followed in his footsteps for a stint in his youth, [19] but in the late 14th and early 15th centuries the wool industry in Florence went into a slump, [20] perhaps encouraging Dati to take a different path. Failure was due to the Duke's character, not Divine intervention; a regressive understanding of events at this point in time. What kinds of information do Pitti and Dati see as important for their descendants to know? The Church from the late 14th to early 15th century in Florence was very large, following the medieval church architecture. Giovanni Gioviano Pontano was an important humanist and scholar of Renaissance Italy. Dati continually praised God for his success and failure, his wives deaths, his children's births and his political career. No outside research or material is permitted. What is a First Edition Book?
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Try it now! Book A Renaissance of Conflicts: Views and Revisions of Law and Society in Italy and Spain The essays in this collection study conflict and continuity across the spectrum of political, jurisdictional, and spiritual traditions from late medieval Umbria and Tuscany to sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Venice, Rome, and Castile. Peter down to his own time. Dati and Luna lost and were fined silver fl. Their accounts of such practical matters as Intellectual Property Rights IPR and coding standards form part of a larger consideration of the new knowledge economy and how the humanities disciplines will fare in a world that increasingly trusts its cultural heritage to magnetism and laser optics rather than inks and paper. Leo commissioned this famous epic, a retelling of the life of Christ in the style of Vergil, which was published in This collection of essays shows the remarkable strides the study of gender has made in the decades since Barbara Todd helped reshape the field through her publications and teaching. Book Journeys of a Mystic Soul in Poetry and Prose This edition, which offers a bilingual selection of poetry and selected prose translated into English by the nun-author Cecilia del Nacimiento —, increases contemporary scholars' access to, and therefore understanding of, the Spanish early modern religious and intellectual milieu. The Signorina was the most powerful body of government, drawing up and ratifying legislation. This volume includes her surviving letters from Madrid to her friend Madame de Coulange and an appendix of her letters sent from Paris and Turin. Book Duchess and Hostage in Renaissance Naples: Letters and Orations This volume presents in translation previously unknown letters of Ippolita Maria Sforza —, daughter of the Duke of Milan, who was sent at age twenty to marry the son of the infamously brutal King Ferrante of Naples. Pagliara, Daniela Marsh, David. The complexity and thoroughness of his public works demonstrate that he had access to an informal education that involved Classical writers. It includes Aegidius—which covers topics such as creation, free will, and the immortality of the soul—and Asinus, a fantastical comedy about Pontano going mad and falling in love with an ass. Lyric Poetry. This suggests closeness between the two, as Dati never mentions any of his other 15 siblings in his writings. Book The Martin Marprelate Press: A Documentary History New The Martin Marprelate Press: A Documentary History offers a freshly edited collection of twenty primary documents, mainly from manuscript archival sources, connected with the underground press that produced the Martin Marprelate tracts —, the anti-episcopal satires that sparked the most famous pamphlet war of the English Renaissance. Humanist Tragedies Grund, Gary R. What is a First Edition Book? When his father conceded that he was not suited to farming, he enrolled at the University of Illinois. Among them is Famous Women, the first collection of biographies in Western literature devoted exclusively to women. Francesco Petrarcha —, one of the greatest Italian poets, was also a leader in the Renaissance movement to revive ancient Roman language and literature. He also served as among the Ten on Liberty in, primarily settling small quarrels between citizens but also handling foreign affairs, [71] [72] and among the Five Defenders of the Contado and District through which he advocated for peasants in his neighborhood. Presenting current scholarship in an attractive and convenient format, The I Tatti Renaissance Library aims to make this essential literature accessible to students and scholars in a wide variety of disciplines as well as to general readers. Dati's first wife was Bandeccia, who died in following a miscarriage in the fifth month of pregnancy. See all services. On April 20, Dati tried for Valencia again was...
literary dispute of the Renaissance pitted those Neo-Latin writers favoring Cicero alone as the apotheosis of Latin prose against those following an eclectic array of literary models. For several decades James M. Soft Cover. Gregorio Goro Dati 15 April — 17 September [1] was a Florentine merchant and diarist best known for the authorship of The Diaries of Gregorio Dati, which represents a major source for the social and economic historians of the Renaissance Florence, alongside the diaries of Buonaccorso Pitti. Mystery Pier Books, Inc. Radice, Betty Pietro Bembo — , scholar and critic, was one of the most admired Latinists of his day. Estes has been pointing to the complexity of the problems facing sixteenth-century reformers and the practical solutions they were able to reach.
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He also served as among the Ten on Liberty in , primarily settling small quarrels between citizens but also handling foreign affairs, [71] [72] and among the Five Defenders of the Contado and District through which he advocated for peasants in his neighborhood. Book Creating Magnificence in Renaissance Florence Peter Howard carefully reconstructs the concept of magnificence by tracing its development through Archbishop Antoninus's texts and his mendicant career in s Florence. During his time in Valencia he fathered an illegitimate child with his Tartar slave, Margherita. D17 S4 The Martin Marprelate Press: A Documentary History offers a freshly edited collection of twenty primary documents, mainly from manuscript archival sources, connected with the underground press that produced the Martin Marprelate tracts — , the anti-episcopal satires that sparked the most famous pamphlet war of the English Renaissance. Their accounts of such practical matters as Intellectual Property Rights IPR and coding standards form part of a larger consideration of the new knowledge economy and how the humanities disciplines will fare in a world that increasingly trusts its cultural heritage to magnetism and laser optics rather than inks and paper. No reviews. The details within each section pertain to how many florin each partner invested, locations of investment, notably Valencia , and the outcome of each venture. In Tales and Trials of Love , Jeanne Flore whose identity remains a mystery depicts an ideal notion of love as a mutually beneficial relationship upheld in a world governed by Venus and Cupid. The Economy of Renaissance Florence. These essays explore problems with digital approaches to analog objects and offer digital methods to study networks of production, dissemination, and collection. See Brucker introduction on Florentine family memoirs, or libri di ricordi , with origins in secret account books maintained by merchants as family records. Papers in this volume are from their inception at the meeting in Chicago to the meeting in Cambridge. In this collection, six essays symbiotically expose the long-lasting ramifications of possessi in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Rome. This volume includes a fresh edition of the Latin text and the first translation into English. Filelfo — , one of the great scholar-poets of the Italian Renaissance, was the principal humanist working in Lombardy in the middle of the Quattrocento and served as court poet to the Visconti and Sforza dukes of Milan. Through a close reading of rarely studied materials, Sergius Kodera examines the contested position of the body in Renaissance philosophy, showing how abstract metaphysical ideas evolved in tandem with the creation of new metaphors that shaped the understanding of early modern political, cultural, and scientific practices. Few scholars have focused on post-pubescent youth in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. Experience of exile p. What is the geographical range and scale of his business? Bembo — , a Venetian nobleman, later a cardinal of the Roman Catholic Church, was the most celebrated Latin stylist of his day and was widely admired for his writings in Italian. Dati recorded in vernacular Italian household accounts, private business that he conducted himself and records of penance. The aim of this book is to encapsulate the potential that digital technologies pose for Medieval Material Culture, providing examples of leading projects worldwide which are enabling new forms of research in this area. No library descriptions found. Selected Letters, Volume 1 Petrarca, Francesco Fantham, Elaine Francesco Petrarca — , one of the greatest of Italian poets, was also the leading spirit in the Renaissance movement to revive the cultural and moral excellence of ancient Greece and Rome.